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Location & Context
• Location/Local
• What resources are nearby?

Location

Social

• Where are you?

MINING DATA FROM MOBILE DEVICES

• Context: Social
• Who are you with?

Algorithms: Location & Context

Activity

• Context: Activity
• What are you doing?

Spiros Papadimitriou, Tina Eliassi-Rad
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Work on human mobility
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Human mobility at the individual level
(descriptive)

Long Term
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http://www.wheresgeorge.com/

• Human trajectories are not random!
• They have high degree of temporal and spatial regularity
• Individual humans follow simple reproducible patterns
• Exploration + preferential return

• Impact: epidemic

prevention,
emergency
response,
urban planning, ...

Marta Gonzalez, Cesar Hidalgo, Albert-Laszlo Barabasi: Understanding
individual human mobility patterns. Nature 453, 779-782, 2008.
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Human mobility (descriptive)

• Billions of anonymized Call Detail Records (CDRs) from a cellular network

• M. Kim, D. Kotz, S. Kim: Extracting a mobility model from

real user traces. In InfoCom 2006:1-13

• Characterized daily travel, carbon emissions, number of workers and event

goers, and traffic volumes of hundreds of thousands of people
(b)

Laborshed and Paradeshed
City and transportation planners are
interested in knowing the home locations of people who work in and visit
their city. The information is useful
in, say, forecasting road-traffic volume during morning and evening rush
hours. The set of residential areas that
contribute workers to a city is known as
the city’s laborshed.
To study an example laborshed, we
captured all transactions carried by the
35 cell towers located within five miles

(c)

78
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Human mobility at the aggregate level
(descriptive)

• K. Lee, S. Hong, S. Kim, I. Rhee, S. Chong: Slaw: A new

mobility model for human walks. In InfoCom 2009, 855-863

• Z. Li, B. Ding, J. Han, R. Kays, P. Nye: Mining periodic

behaviors for moving objects. In KDD 2010, 1099-1108

• M. Martino, F. Calabrese, G. Di Lorenzo, C. Andris, L. Liu,

tances provided by volunteers.
We then applied this approach to
our large CDR datasets for the LA, SF,
and NY metropolitan areas described
earlier and computed the distribution
of commute distances across the population of each ZIP code in our regions
of interest. We found that our estimates were within one mile of the average commute distances for these same
regions as published by the U.S. Bureau
of Transportation Statistics.23

C. Ratti. Ocean of Information: Fusing Aggregate &
Individual Dynamics for Metropolitan Analysis. IUI 2010:
357-360

• M. Kim, D. Kotz, D: Identifying unusual days. Journal of

Computing Science and Engineering 5(1), 2011:71-84

Richard A. Becker, Ramon Caceres, Karrie Hanson, Sibren Isaacman, Ji Meng Loh, Margaret
JA N UA RY 2 0 1 3 | VO L . 5 6 | N O. 1 | C O M M U N I C AT I O N S O F T H E AC M
| JANUARY 2013 | VOL. 56 | NO. 1
Martonosi, James
Rowland, Simon Urbanek, Alexander Varshavsky, Chris Volinsky: Human
mobility characterization from cellular network data. Commun. ACM 56(1): 74-82 (2013).

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM

•…
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Human mobility at the individual level
(predictive; short-term; GPS)

Work in human mobility

• “Where are you going to be in the next hour?”
• Successful techniques: hidden Markov models, random walk based

formalisms

Individual Level

• Performance around 3-5 km off; classification accuracy low 90%

Descriptive
Analysis

• Learning from GPS alone
• D. Ashbrook, T. Starner: Using GPS to learn significant locations and predict

Aggregate Level

movement across multiple users. Personal Ubiquitous Comput. 7,
2003:275-286.

Human Mobility

• L. Liao, D. Fox, H. Kautz: Location-based activity recognition using relational

Markov networks. In IJCAI 2005.

Short Term

• J. Krumm, E. Horvitz: Predestination: Inferring destinations from partial

trajectories. In UbiComp 2006: 243-260.

Predictive
Analysis

• B. Ziebart, A. Maas, A. Dey, J. Bagnell: Navigate like a cabbie: Probabilistic

reasoning from observed context-aware behavior. In UbiComp 2008:322-331.

• B. Shaw, J. Shea, S. Sinha, A. Hogue. Learning to Rank for Spatiotemporal

Long Term

Search. WSDM 2013: 717-726.

• …
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Human mobility at the individual level
(predictive; long-term; GPS)
• “Where are you going to be 285 days from now at 2PM?”

• N. Eagle and A. Pentland: Eigenbehaviors: Identifying structure in

• FarOut

routine. Behavioral Ecology & Sociobiology 63(7), 2009:1057-1066

• Identifies periodicity via Fourier analysis (mapping time to frequency)
• Uses PCA for pattern extraction
• Utilizes PCA-based classification
• Data: 32K days worth of GPS data
•

•
•
•
•
•

Lat Lat
0
1

...

Lat Lat Lon Lon
0
22 23
1
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Human mobility at the individual level
(predictive; long-term but < 24 hours)

...

Lon Lon
Sun Mon . . .
22 23

Fri Sat Hol.

Figure 3: Our continuous vector representation of a day d consists

across 703 subjects (½ people; ½ cars) of the median latitude and longitude for each hour of the day (00:00
through 23:59), binary encoding of the day of week, and a binary
High variance in area across subjects
feature signifying whether a national holiday falls on d.
• From 30 to more than 108 km2
• Surface area of earth = 5.2 × 108 km2
23:00 - 23:59
00:00 - 00:59
Number of contiguous days = 7 to 1247
Cell
Cell
Cell Cell
Cell Cell
Other . . .
...
Other Sun Mon . . .
...
Fri Sat Hol.
(µ = 45.9; σ = 117.8)
10
10
1
2
1
2
Captures both continuous (raw GPS)
Figure 4: Our cell-based vector representation of a day d encodes
and discretized (triangular cells) data
the probability distribution over dominant cells conditioned on the
Each subject has a matrix D, where
time within d, and the same day-of-week and holiday information
as the continuous representation (last 8 elements).
each row is a day.
Performance continuous rep. : 1 km off; baseline 2.5km off
Performance discrete rep: 80% accuracy up to 80 weeks into the future; baseline
time of day, and day type, respectively. ⌦C is the set of all
~60%
cells.

Adam Sadilek and John Krumm: Far Out: Predicting Long-Term Human Mobility. AAAI 2012.
We construct a feature vector for each day from this probability distribution as shown in Fig. 4, where the first 11 elements model the occupancy probability for the 11 discrete
places between 00:00 and 00:59 of the day, the next 11 elements capture 01:00 through 01:59, etc. The final 8 elements
are identical to those in the continuous representation. The
discretized representation sacrifices the potential precision
of the continuous representation for a richer representation
of uncertainty. It does not constrain the subject’s location to
a single location or cell, but instead represents the fact that
the subject could be in one of several cells with some uncertainty for each one.
The decision to divide the data into 24-hour segments
is not arbitrary. Applying DFT to the raw GPS data as described above shows that most of the energy is concentrated
in periods shorter or equal to 24 hours.
Now we turn our attention to the eigenanalysis of the subjects’ location, which provides further insights into the data.
Each subject is represented by a matrix D, where each row
is a day (either in the continuous or the cell form). Prior to

of ten most dominant eigendays E• i :Predictions up to 12 hours into the future
«˜
¸
ff
n
ÿ
{Home, Elsewhere, Work, No
d–
wi E i `• µClass
diagp labels:
q.
(3)

Signal, Off}.

i“1

PCA
based
This applies to both continuous• and
discretized
data.classification
The
reason for this is that human mobility is relatively regular,
and there is a large amount of redundancy
the raw repre• 79% inaccuracy
sentation of people’s location. Note that unlike most other
approaches, such as Markov models, PCA captures longterm correlations in the data. In our case, this means patterns
in location over an entire day, as well as joint correlations
among additional attributes (day of week, holiday) and the
locations.
Our eigenanalysis shows that there are strong correlations
among a subject’s latitudes and longitudes over time, and
also correlations between other features, such as the dayof-week, and raw location. Let’s take eigenday #2 (E 2 ) in
Fig. 5 as an example. From the last 8 elements, we see that
PCA automatically grouped holidays, weekends, and Tuesdays within this eigenday. The location pattern for days that
fit these criteria is shown in the first 48 elements. In particular, E 2 makes it evident that this person spends her evenings
and nights (from 16:00 to 24:00) at a particular constant location in the North-West “corner” of her data, which turns
out to be her home.
The last 8 elements of each eigenday can be viewed as
indicators that show how strongly the location patterns in
the rest of the corresponding eigenday exhibit themselves on
a given day-of-week ˆ holiday combination. For instance,
E 3 is dominant on Saturdays, E 7 on Fridays, and E 10 on
Tuesdays that are not holidays (compare with E 2 ).
Fig. 6 shows the top ten eigendays for the cell-based representation. Now we see patterns in terms of probability distributions over significant cells. For instance, this subject exhibits a strong “baseline” behavior (E 1 ) on all days—and especially nonworking days—except for Tuesdays, which are
captured in E 2 . Note that the complex patterns in cell occupancy as well as the associated day types can be directly
read off the eigendays.
Our eigenday decomposition is also useful for detection of anomalous behavior. Given a set of eigendays and
their typical weights computed from training data, we can
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Context includes…
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Location & Social
Nathan Eagle and Alex (Sandy) Pentland. 2006. Reality mining: sensing complex social systems. Personal
Ubiquitous Comput. 10, 4 (March 2006), 255-268.
Eunjoon Cho, Seth A. Myers, and Jure Leskovec. 2011. Friendship and mobility: user movement in location-based
social networks. KDD 2011, 1082-1090.
Salvatore Scellato, Anastasios Noulas, Renaud Lambiotte, Cecilia Mascolo: Socio-spatial properties of online
location-based social networks. ICWSM 2011.
Salvatore Scellato, Anastasios Noulas, Cecilia Mascolo: Exploiting place features in link prediction on locationbased social networks. KDD 2011: 1046-1054.

1.

• Location/Local

2.

• What resources are nearby?

Location

• Where are you?

3.

Social

4.

• Social
• Who are you with?

5.

Yu Zheng: Location-based social networks - users. In Computing with Spatial Trajectories, Chapter 8, Eds: Yu
Zheng, Xiaofang Zhou, Springer, 2011.

6.

Yu Zheng, Xing Xie: Location-based social networks - location. In Computing with Spatial Trajectories, Chapter 9,
Eds: Yu Zheng, Xiaofang Zhou, Springer, 2011.
Huiji Gao, Jiliang Tang, Huan Liu: gSCorr: Modeling geo-social correlations for new check-ins on location-based
social networks. CIKM 2012: 1582-1586.
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analysis and models. Internet Measurement Conference 2012: 145-158.
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P.A. Grabowicz, J.J. Ramasco, B. Goncalves, V.M. Eguiluz. Entangling Mobility and Interactions in Social Media.
PLOS One 9(3):e92196. March 2014.
J. Toole, C. Herrera-Yaque, C.M. Schneider, M.C. Gonzalez. Coupling Human Mobility and Social Ties. In arXiv:
1502.00690v1, February 2015.
…

7.

• Activity

8.

Activity

• What are you doing?

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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Location & Social
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• Social ties affect human mobility.
• Human mobility affects social ties.
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Predicting the next check-in on a LBSN
Percentile Rank

1.0

Historical Visits

Categorical Preference

Place Popularity

Physical Distance

Activity Transition

Rank Distance

0.9

The Average Percentile
Rank (AP R) is obtained by averaging
0.8
across all user check-in predictions: this measure captures
0.7
the average normalized position of the correct instance in the
0.6
ranked list of instances. We also use prediction accuracy to
0.5
Category
Hour using different
Category Dayprediction
assess the performance
when
Placelist
Transition
sizes N . In this1.0
case, we successfully predict the next checkin venue if we 0.9
rank a venue in the top-N places. Average
0.8
accuracy is the fraction of successful instances over the total
0.7
number of prediction tasks, which we note as Accuracy@N.

• Predicting the next FourSquare

0.40
Hist. Visits
Cat. Prefer.
Popularity
Geo Dist.
Rank Dist.
Place Hour
Act. Trans.
Cat. Hour
Cat. Day
Place Trans
Social Filter.
Place Day
Place Hour

0.35

check-in
• A supervised approach
• M5 tree and linear regression
0.6
• TriedFeature
out abased
bunch
of features
venue
prediction
0.5
APR Results: The APR results for all features are
• User
mobility
features
presented in Table I. From
the class of User Mobility features,
Fig. 3. Feature Weekly Predictability: Average Percentile Rank for all features for different hours of a week. Strong daily periodicities are also observed:
wenotice
can the
distinguish
the Categorical Preference feature which times2. respectively.
Feature Predictability: Mean Accuracy for all features when they are
yellow circles and red squares which correspond to noon and dinner Fig.
• Global
achieves mobility
a score 0.84, features
which is considerably higher than being tested on an individual basis for different prediction list sizes N.
the Historical Visits (AP R = 0.68) and Social Filtering features who rank low in AP R can potentially demonstrate
• Temporal
features
(AP RV.=S UPERVISED
0.61).
This Lprovides
indication
the types good performance in accuracy terms, in contrast to the results
EARNINGan
FOR
V ENUE Pthat
REDICTION
of places users tend to visit (cinema, nightclub, coffee shops presented in the previous paragraph,. Overall, the results in
In this
section,informative
we combine
eachuser
of mobility
the individual
predic- Figure 2 suggest features tailored specifically to User Mo• How etc.)
well?
can
be highly
about
preferences
features
presentedinpreviously
into a supervised
andtion
could
be employed
mobile applications
such aslearning
place bility patterns, such as Historical Visits and Social Filtering
framework.
Our
aim is With
to exploit
union ofmined
individual
recommendation
systems.
respectthe
to features
ex- dominate in accuracy for list sizes smaller than N = 60. In
• Much
lower
accuracies
features
in order
to improve
predictions,
assuming
that
user particular, Historical Visits persist over larger list sizes, up
ploiting
Global
Mobility
patterns
of Foursquare
users,
Place
mobility in
Foursquare
is drivenaccording
by multitude
of factors
acting
compared
toranks
GPS
Popularity
which
venues
to the
number
of to N = 100. We note that both features had relatively low
synchronously.
the next check-in
venue
a user
past
check-ins is To
thepredict
most promising
predictor
withofan
AP we
R AP R scores. On the other hand, features that harvest upon
trainthat
supervised
assuming
knowledge
up to and
prediction
score
averagesmodels
0.86.
The
Geographic
Distance
Rank Global Mobility information, such as Place Popularity or
• Much
harder
task
time t . For every check-in that took place before t , we
Percentile Rank

Accuracy

0.30

Social Filtering
0.25

Place Day

0.20
0.15
0.10
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Spatial search on a LBSN (using all
available data, GPS, check-ins, etc)
• Best models of venue search are spatiotemporal models

using the mixture of Gaussians, the timeliness feature, as
well as popularity combined as a linear sum of loglikelihoods

0.05

M T W T F S S

M T W T F S S

M T W T F S S

M0.00
T W T F S S
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Spatial search on a LBSN (using all
available data, GPS, check-ins, etc)

Location & Activity

2: Comparison
of diﬀerent
models
of venues. with a
• Best Table
models
of social venue
search:
LambdaMart

• MobileMiner [Wang et al. SIGMOD 2009]

We see that using more complex spatial models and

laundry
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temporal signals greatly improves the

accuracy
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algorithm.here now, personal history,
• Spatial
score,oftimeliness,
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tire social graph, where vertices represent users and edges
model friendships. We achieve this via an iterative method
that operates over the current graph structure and features
of pairs of vertices. We first describe the features used by our
model of social ties, and then focus on its structure, learning,
and inference. In agreement with prior work, we found that
no single property of a pair of individuals is a good indicator
of the existence or absence of friendship [20, 6]. Therefore,
we combine multiple disparate features—based on text, location, and the topology of the underlying friendship graph.

5.1.1

Features

MINING DATA FROM MOBILE DEVICES
w2W (u)\W (v)\S

Activity

x−

Figure 2: A bicluster in 3D



The text similarity coefficient quantifies the amount of
overlap in the vocabularies of users u and v, and is given by
X
T (u, v) =
fu (w)fv (w),
(1)

• Who are you with?
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captures non-linearites by forming an ensemble of 2000 decision trees. Table 3 summarizes the performance of these
diﬀerent techniques in terms of precision at 1 on the held-out
mited between 1 and 5 and selected
test set. The NDCG@5 for our best model is 0.686, and revenue is then predicted by finding
call @5 is 0.822. Figure 9 shows our recall as rank increases.
izes the probability under this spaWe see that using our best model, we find the correct result
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he timeliness feature, as well as popData from Mobile Devices / Papadimitriou, Eliassi-Rad
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performance
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linear model as a function of the number
are you
d test sets respectively. The modof nearby venues a user has been to when they perform a
e built using 282 million check-ins,
search. Because users are more likely to check into venues
s prior to the query date.
they have visited before, the model performs best when there
of diﬀerent combinations of features
are a small number of venues nearby that a user has previinear regression, coordinate ascent,
ously visited. As the number of nearby venues in the user’s
. For the coordinate ascent model,
history increases, this history has less predictive value, and
e to construct explicit cross-products
the accuracy of the model decreases. In Figure 8(b), we see
non-linearities (such as spatial score
performance as a function of the number of venues within
bdaMART algorithm automatically
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Model
Random
Spatial only
User history only
Popularity only
Linear regression: spatial + temporal
Linear regression: spatial + temporal + popularity
Linear regression: all features
Coordinate ascent: all features w/ nonlinear pairs
LambdaMART: all features

where W (u) is the set of words that appear in user u’s
tweets, S is the set of stop-words (it includes the standard
stop words augmented with words commonly used on Twitter, such as RT, im, and lol), and fu (w) is the frequency of
word w in u’s vocabulary.
Interestingly, in the Twitter domain, the mentions tags
(@) give a clue to user’s friendships. However, in the experiments presented here, we eliminate all user names that
appear in the tweets in order to report results that generalize
to other social networks.
Our co-location feature (C) is based on the observation
that at least some people who are online friends also meet
tina.eliassi}@rutgers.edu
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ME (u, v) =

n2N (u)\N (v

min
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n2N (u)

N (u) is the set of neighbors of node
ability of edge (n, u). The standard
counts the number of common neigh
quantity is equal to the number of tri
would complete, an important measu
theory [11]), and scales by the size o
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The expectation of the meet/min co
the same quantities but in terms of
on a graph where each edge is weigh
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Since the T and C scores are alwa
regression decision tree to unify the
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prediction given T (u, v) and C(u, v).
one feature function for the observe
one for the hidden variables (ME ).
We have experimented with other
Jaccard coefficient, preferential attac
coefficient, and others. However, our
having an efficient and scalable model
feature selection showed that our thr
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